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Space Policy Directive-1

2

“Lead an innovative and sustainable program of 

exploration with commercial and international partners to 

enable human expansion across the solar system and to 

bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities.

Beginning with missions beyond low-Earth orbit, the 

United States will lead the return of humans to the Moon 

for long-term exploration and utilization, followed by 

human missions to Mars and other destinations.” 



NASA’S DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION SYSTEM

The Orion spacecraft 
and Space Launch 
System rocket, launching 
from a modernized 
Kennedy spaceport is 
foundational to extending 
human presence deeper 
into the solar system. 
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Deep Space Gateway

Lunar Orbital Platform - Gateway

Gateway

How do we start and what is it called?



Cygnus  (Orbital ATK) Dragon (SpaceX)

COMING SOON

Dream Chaser (SNC)

ISS as a model

INTERNATIONAL

Soyuz & Progress 
(Roscosmos)

Orion/European 
Service Module (ESA)

H-II Transfer 
Vehicle (JAXA)

IN WORK

NASA’S Open Architecture Develops Space

Dragon Crew (SpaceX) Starliner (Boeing)

Multiple providers expected in lunar orbit and on the surface

GATEWAY Lunar Surface
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NextSTEP Habitation
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Cislunar habitation concepts that leverage commercialization plans for LEO NextSTEP Phase 1: 2015-2016 

NextSTEP Phase 2: 2016-2019 

Partners develop required deliverables, 
including concept descriptions with 
concept of operations, NextSTEP Phase 
2 proposals, and statements of work.

• Partners refine concepts and develop ground prototypes. 
• NASA leads standards and common interfaces development.

FOUR SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT 
CONCEPTS RECEIVED

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
SIERRA NEVADA 
CORPORATION

LOCKHEED MARTIN ORBITAL ATK BOEINGBIGELOW AEROSPACE

NASA defines 
reference habitat 
architecture in 
preparation for 
Phase 3. 

• Partnership and Acquisition 
approach, leveraging 
domestic and international 
capabilities

• Development of deep space 
habitation capabilities

• Deliverables: flight unit(s)

Phase 3: 2019+

BOEING
BIGELOW 
AEROSPACE LOCKHEED MARTIN

NANORACKS
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Five full-sized ground prototypes will be delivered for testing in 2019. In final negotiations with NanoRacks for sixth 
habitat prototype demonstrator. 

Habitation Development Partnerships

Builds on proven 
cargo spacecraft 
development

Modular buildupLeverages existing 
technologies

ExpandableRefurbishes 
heritage hardware

Lockheed Martin
Denver, CO

Boeing
Pasadena, TX

Bigelow 
Aerospace

Las Vegas, NV
Northrop Grumman

Dulles, VA
Sierra Nevada
Louisville, CO

NanoRacks
Louisville, CO

Converted Centaur 
upper stages
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Government Evaluation Location:



www.InternationalDeepSpaceStandards.com

Draft Deep Space Interoperability System Standards  
Posted for feedback on March 1, 2018

INTERNATIONAL INTEROPERABILITY STANDARDS

• Avionics
• Communications
• Environmental Control and Life 

Support Systems

• Power
• Rendezvous
• Robotics
• Thermal
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NextSTEP Phase 2 Parameters

• Each contractor has approximately a 2 year window from contract 
start

• 18 months to 
• Develop deep space architecture and allocate needed functions to modules
• Design concept habitat and then design and build ground prototype 

demonstrator emphasizing features of merit using avionics test beds, physical 
mockups, augmented reality and virtual reality, modeling and simulation 
tools, and more…

• Contractors determine design process and recommend milestones
• After the 18 month contractor period, the government has up to 6 

months to evaluate the architecture



Schedule Complexity

• Each contractor team is working to their own design process
• The various contractor schedules overlap because of the staggered 

contract starts and include quarterly and review milestones; technical 
monitor, ground test, and life support system tag-ups; and various other 
splinter sessions

• Managing just the schedule conflicts much less the associated travel 
becomes challenging

• NextSTEP added an experienced operations engineer to manage a 
coordinated schedule across the contractors including both the contractor 
development phase and ground testing during the NASA evaluation phase

• Schedule coordination first topic of weekly contractor technical monitor 
meetings





• NextSTEP is using 
collaboration 
system suite of 
tools to manage 
the various work 
efforts

• There are domains 
for NASA, 
contractor, and 
various 
combinations of 
NASA/contractor 
access

• This chart gives 
some insight into 
the complexity of 
the activities 
within NextSTEP 
Habitat Phase 2 
effort



Challenges

• Doing hard things, the unknown, pushing exploration
• Intellectual Property
• Export Control – how we protect sensitive technical information from 

foreign intelligence
• Distributed teams – across the country and the world
• Limited Resources and time



Tools – how do we do the work we do

Examples of some of the tools we use in our daily work
• Virtual teams across the United States and the world

• Travel, Video Conference (e.g. Vidyo), Teleconference, Desktop Sharing (e.g WebEx, 
Skype)

• Microsoft SharePoint for collaboration, documentation, archiving, schedule 
integration, status

• Productivity Tools – Outlook with secure features, PowerPoint, Excel, Word
• Modeling and Simulation using Maya, MATLAB, Simulink, etc.
• Design tools – Pro-E, AutoCAD
• Secure cell phones



Solving Problems and Getting Results

• Approach
• Build, test, learn is usually the fastest way to make progress rather than 

overanalyzing – 3D printing, machine shops, prototyping labs, analog tests
• Resources

• Budget – you never have as much as you want.  Drives innovation
• Information - Archives, Lessons Learned, Internet tools 
• Collaborators - People are the best resource. People are everywhere and you need 

their help to succeed!  You can’t do much of anything without a team. 
• Partners - schools, universities, companies small and large.

• Recording lessons, findings
• Technology Transfer - https://technology.nasa.gov/
• NASA Technical Report Server - https://www.sti.nasa.gov/

https://technology.nasa.gov/
https://www.sti.nasa.gov/


Lockheed NextSTEP Habitat Media Info

• How AR And VR Could Help Get Humans To Mars -

• Lockheed Martin gives first look into where astronauts may live on missions to deep 
space

• Lockheed Martin offers glimpse into its lunar habitat modules

• Astronauts could stay at this space 'motel' on the way to Mars

• Astroanuts Could Soon be Living in a Deep Space RV

• Lockheed NextSTEP Lunar Habitat Flickr account

https://www.fastcompany.com/40559543/how-ar-and-vr-could-help-get-humans-to-mars
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/g00/business/os-lockheed-space-habitat-20180815-story.html?i10c.encReferrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8%3D&i10c.ua=1&i10c.dv=14
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2018/08/16/kennedy-space-center-lockheed-martin/1000181002/
https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/astronauts-could-stay-space-motel-way-mars-ncna903166
https://www.syfy.com/syfywire/astronauts-could-soon-be-living-in-a-deep-space-rv
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lockheedmartin/albums/72157696977431802


NextSTEP Habitat Concept Assembly video

• Lockheed Gateway Assembly

• Sierra Nevada Corporation video
• Boeing Gateway assembly video

• NGIS Gateway assembly video

https://vimeo.com/292372024
https://www.orlandosentinel.com/business/space/go-for-launch/os-sierra-nevada-corp-lunar-orbital-platform-20180517-story.html
https://twitter.com/boeingdefense/status/967120658357420033?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxfzhRy4680


Value of the NextSTEP Phase 2 Contracts

• First NextSTEP Phase 2 work has informed NASA of diverse architecture and concept 
of operations approaches and afford an opportunity to assess those approaches.  

• Next, these contracts have provided options for acquisition strategies because the 
Phase 2 work was competitively awarded.  

• The Phase 2 work has resulted in better standards and interfaces because of the 
collaborative efforts across the contractors as well as the public input.  

• It also helped inform and confirm NASA trades during NASA requirements 
development. 

• The work is expected to contributed to developing realistic cost and schedule targets 
for Gateway, and it has enabled testing of different habitat and integration concepts.  

• And finally, the Phase 2 contract work has enhanced the experience base both in 
NASA and contractors in design, development, and testing of space habitat systems.



Coming soon….

• Stay tuned for results and new developments
• Phase 2 prototype testing in 2019 
• Procurement to begin for first Gateway element (Power and 

Propulsion Element) starting late 2018
• And lunar landers…



Human Lunar Landers

• On February 7, 2019, NASA announced the next set of public private 
partnerships for lander systems that will enable a return to the moon 
using government systems like SLS, Orion, and the Gateway and 
commercial launch and cargo services

• https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-seeks-us-partners-to-develop-reusable-
systems-to-land-astronauts-on-moon

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-seeks-us-partners-to-develop-reusable-systems-to-land-astronauts-on-moon


Moon Hoax? – No way!

Image of the Apollo 15 landing site from the Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter

Apollo 15 image 
from the lunar 
surface



Other interesting tidbits

• NASA Tournament Lab - Challenges and opportunities for the public 
to solve problems and analyze data

• NASA 3D objects - You can make 3d prints of NASA systems or use 
them in modeling software tools

These are public images from the NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
of the last two Chinese lunar landers
• LRO – Chang’e 3 image 
• LRO – Chang’e 4 image

https://www.nasa.gov/coeci/ntl
https://nasa3d.arc.nasa.gov/
https://gbtimes.com/nasas-lunar-reconnaissance-orbiter-to-image-chinas-change-4-spacecraft-on-january-31
https://bgr.com/2019/02/18/change-4-photos-moon-nasa-lro/


Chang’e 4 – Feb 1, 2019



Program Title   24

Questions? 
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Intellectual Property (IP)

• Developed a program specific best practices guide for handling sensitive 
information, additional engagement with data IP attorneys 

• Incorporating additional training on IP and data rights for personnel 
engaging with the contractors 

• Implemented custom IP clauses in the contracts 
• To protect sensitive information, the NextSTEP contracts include the 

standard Federal Acquisition and NASA regulations that require marking 
the data as “Limited Rights Data/Information in Accordance with FAR 
52.227-14 as Modified by NFS 1852.227-14.”   

• Civil servants are bound by the United States Trade Secrets Act, which 
requires that civil servants protect proprietary information they receive in 
their official capacity and carries criminal sanctions.
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